Travel Awards for 2017

The Division of Biological Chemistry promotes the work of our young talent through the award of Travel Grants. The following is a list of the recipients of Travel Grants to attend 2017 ACS meetings, along with the names of their affiliations and advisors.

The Division of Biological Chemistry promotes the work of our young talent (students and postdocs) through the award of Travel Grants. The following list contains the names of recipients for travel to the spring ACS meeting in San Francisco, CA in April 2017, together with their affiliations and advisors.

- **Divya Andy**, U Toledo (James T. Slama)
- **Doug Banda**, UC Davis (Sheila David)
- **Uttara Basu**, U Miami (Shanta Dhar)
- **Chandi de Silva**, U Arizona (Indraneel Ghosh)
- **Yichong Fan**, UC Riverside (Huiwang Ai)
- **Kalani Udara Karunaratne**, U Iowa (Amnon Kohen)
- **Bilyana Koleva**, Northeastern U (Penny Buening)
- **Pratik Kumar**, Stony Brook U (Scott Laughlin)
- **Nhu Mila Lam**, U Boise State (Rajesh Nagarajan)
- **Jun Liu**, U Delaware (Sharon Rozovskoy)
- **Kelly Mouapi**, U Louisville (Muriel Maurer)
- **Brianna O'Neill**, Stony Brook U (Scott Laughlin)
- **Pratik Kumar**, Stony Brook U (Scott Laughlin)
- **Mona Oumais**, UC Irvine (Andrej Luptak)
- **Marc Polaske**, St. Louis U (Dana Baum)
- **Alyssa Preston**, Stony Brook University, Scott Laughlin)
- **Bhagyesh Sarode**, U Miss Kansas City (Simon H. Friedman)
- **John Simpson**, Imperial College (David Klug)
- **Peiling Su**, U Toledo, (James T. Slama)
- **Dominique Williams**, Stony Brook University, Scott Laughlin)

The following list contains the names of recipients for travel to the fall ACS meeting in Washington, DC in August 2017, together with their affiliations and advisors.

- **Alireza Abdolvahabi**, Baylor University (Bryan F. Shaw)
- **Adam Aboalroub**, University of South Florida (Gelis Ioannis)
- **Daniel Bak**, Boston College (Erantie Weerapana)
- **Tess Branon**, MIT (Alice Ting)
- **Samantha Cambray**, Boston College (Jianmin Gao)
- **Maria Campana**, Syracuse University (James Hougland)
- **Bongseo Choi**, UNIST (Sebyung Kang)
- **Daniel Echelman**, Columbia (Julio Fernandez)
- **Jessica Flynn**, NIH (Jennifer Lee)
- **Soumi Ghosh**, University of Michigan (Neil Marsh)
- **Ilya Gurevic**, University of Iowa (Amnon Kohen)
- **Flaviyan Jerome**, Syracuse (Shikha Nangia)
- **Shaofei Ji**, University of Minnesota (Natalia Tretyakova)
- **Lingxi Jiang**, University of Delaware (Colin Thorpe)
• Rob Levenson, UCSB (Daniel E. Morse)
• Chenge Li, Ecole Normale Superieure (Arnaud Gautier)
• Nilkamal Mahanta, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Douglas A. Mitchell)
• Ashley Peralta, Virginia Polytechnic Institute (Webster L. Santos)
• Frank Piscotta, Princeton University (A. James Link)
• Miklos Szantai-Kis, University of Pennsylvania (James Petersson)
• Pan Wu, Tsinghua University (Chunyan Tan)